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Abstract
The structure functions calculated in the Chiral bag model reproduce quite well,
after appropriate perturbative evolution to large energy scales, the experimental data.
We use these results to interpret the structure of the EMC data as a quenching of the
pion decay constant due to the in medium behavior of the nucleon. This explanation
supports recent proposals of this phenomenon whose origin is the scale invariance of
the QCD lagrangian.
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1 Introduction
The European Muon Collaborations (EMC,NMC, SMC) have been shaking the founda-
tions of our knowledge of the nucleon structure for the past ten years [1, 2]. In this paper
we shall reanalyze the data of the original EMC effect and find room for an heterodox
explanation associated with some recent proposal about the scaling properties of coupling
constants in a hadronic medium [3].
In order to explain the EMC data, two broad classes of models have been developed
[4]. One of the approaches comprises conventional nuclear physics models and dynamics.
The contributions of all scattering components of the nucleus are taken into account, so in
addition to the traditional protons and neutrons, constituent mesons and nucleon resonances
have been considered [5]. Furthermore the properties of the nuclear medium, i.e. binding
energy and density, can be incorporated [6].
A second approach is based on the so called QCD rescaling models. Here it is assumed
that the internal QCD dynamics is modified in the nuclear environment leading to changes
in the dynamics which can be described by associating a different renormalization group
scale to each nuclei [7]. This mechanism interpreted in terms of a bag model has led to the
much discussed phenomenon of nucleon swelling.
We pursue in this letter a different philosophy, namely we would like to establish a link,
using experimental high energy data, between effective low energy models and asymptotic
properties of the theory. This approach, originally proposed by Jaffe and Ross [8], has been
followed by other groups as well [9]. In this spirit we have performed calculations of the
structure functions in the Chiral bag model for single nucleon properties and extended them
to incorporate medium effects.
2 The structure function of the nucleon
The first step in our approach is the calculation of the structure functions in a conventional
low energy model. We have chosen for this purpose the chiral bag model, a model described
in terms of quarks and gluons fields in the interior of a cavity, the bag, and in terms of
pion fields in its exterior, while their coupling is defined to implement the symmetries of the
strong interactions, color gauge symmetry and spontaneously broken chiral symmetry [10].
Following conventional techniques we calculate Compton scattering in the model by using
the chiral expansion to first order in 1
4pif2piR
2 , the effective expansion parameter. We obtain
three types of terms : i) the photon-quark (antiquark) scattering inside the cavity, the only
contribution appearing in the original MIT bag model calculation [11]; ii) the photon-quark
(antiquark) scattering with pionic final state interactions, arising automatically in the chiral
expansion to this order; iii) the photon-(virtual)pion interaction, corresponding to the meson
exchange current contributions in the model. Only in this latter type of diagrams the photon
scrutinizes, due to its short wave length, the structure of the boson. In order to connect
with the asymptotic regime (only quarks, antiquarks and gluons) we incorporate, only in the
meson exchange contribution, the structure of the pion [12]. In this way the model differs
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Figure 1: The isoscalar structure function of the nucleon. The solid line represents the
structure function calculated in the Chiral bag model for R = 1fm, fpi = 95MeV . The
dashed line represents its evolved from Q0
ΛQCD
= 1.5 to Q
ΛQCD
= 25. Finally the vertical lines
represent an eye guide to data points of the different experiments and their errors [18].
from the more naive convolution models [5] by distinguishing among the pionic contributions
those with different time scales [13, 14]. In particular those diagrams leading to final state
quark-gluon interactions where a quark from the exchanged pion interacts with a quark from
the nucleon by means of gluon exchange, which could change our internal exchanged pion
time-scale, do not exist in our two phase approach. Between two different hadrons only pions
can be exchanged and the relevant contributions are incorporated in the pionic description
of the final state interaction. Certainly the model is very naive describing the final state
interactions, but we would like to stress that, within an effective chiral theory approach, ours
is the only possible calculation to lowest order in the chiral expansion.
Following Jaffe and Ross [8], radiative corrections are considered by adscribing a low
energy scale, Q0, to the model calculation and evolving to high Q using the renormalization
group equations. This procedure is certainly justified for the twist two operators, which are
the only ones we are interested in here.
There has been a lot of discussion about the so called support problem [15, 16]. It is
certainly true that bag calculations have a difficult center of mass problem which leads to
structure functions which are not limited to the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, where x is the Bjorken
variable. However in most calculations over 95 % of the momentum is inside that interval,
as is our case. The support problem cannot be solved exactly, except in the two dimensional
case. Therefore many approximations have been developed based on the calculations of
quark distribution functions followed by a Peierls-Yoccoz projection. Due to the relativistic
character of bag model calculation, this procedure is not only approximate, but very hard
to implement. Moreover technical difficulties force one to severely restrict the number of
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modes in the calculation of the cavity propagators. In our case, the Chiral bag model,
where one has to take also into account the pionic degrees of freedom, its development is
tedious, technically complex and the errors due to truncation not controlable. In ref.([14]) the
projection procedure was followed, but the calculation of terms to which the pion propagator
could contribute was eluded.
Since our calculation was planned to unveil new dynamical possibilities, namely the
implication of scale invariance into effective low energy actions, we have chosen simplicity,
where matters were difficult to control, i.e., we have used unprojected states. On the contrary,
whenever the scheme was well defined, we have not avoided calculational effort and have
aimed to the highest precission possible. For example, we have carried out a quite complete
(up to 50 modes have been considered) cavity perturbation theory calculation in the chiral
bag including all the pionic diagrams.
We have forced our structure function to have the proper support, by restricting x to vary
in the correct interval ([0, 1]). We have analyzed the stability of the solution by enlarging or
reducing the support about these endpoints. The stability of our results after truncation give
us some confidence in the qualitative behavior of the evolved structure function obtained.
We have used an ingenious method of evolution [17] to leading order which requires rel-
atively few moments: from the tenth moment on results do not change more than 15 % for
x > 0.05. The truncation of the support affects mostly the high moments. Recall that it is
precisely the high moments which might create disturbances in the calculation due to the
ill-behavior of the structure function beyond x = 1. This reconstruction method is therefore
greatly responsible for the stability of our solution. However one has to be extremely careful
performing the calculation since rounding errors can destroy the reconstruction procedure
altogether. The method requires the operation with very large numbers to obtain relatively
small results. In our case, a careful optimization of the calculational sequence has allowed
us to compute up to a maximum of 35 moments. Beyond this number we run into pre-
cission problems. The the method was generalized to a different support in order to check
convergence.
In Fig.(1) we show the Chiral bag model structure function and the one that results from
our evolution process. The parameters of the model have been fixed in part to reproduce
the experimental low energy data, without much effort at precission (bag radius R = 1 fm,
fpi = 95 MeV , which lead to a mass for the nucleon of M ≈ 1000 MeV ). To leading order
the remaining parameter is Q0
ΛQCD
, which we have fitted to get the correct behavior of the
structure function and the maximum possible value for the gluon content. Our value for it
of 1.5 is consistent with that of other calculations [9]. From this ratio and an experimental
ΛQCD = 0.2 GeV the low energy scale becomes Q0 = 0.3 GeV . We have evolved up to Q =
5 GeV , although one reaches a slowly varying plateau in the evolution from Q = 1.5 GeV
on. It is clear from the figure that we overestimate the low x behaviour of the structure
function. On the other hand the gluon content of the evolved solution is about 47 % instead
of the experimental one of 55 %.
These two features seem to indicate that we should add to our description hard gluons
at the quark model level through the one gluon exchange mechanism (OGE) [9, 19]. In this
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case one would have gluons at the low evolution scale, which would also imply an increase in
the Q0
Λ
ratio and as a consequence a shift of the momentum from the low x to intermediate
x quarks, approaching a overall better fit to the data.
We have calculated, with the additional assumption of a symmetric sea, the Drell-Yan
process leading to a fit of similar quality. The gluon distribution comes out comparable
to other more phenomenological approaches [4], but the full merit here corresponds to the
QCD evolution and not to the model.
3 The structure function in a nuclear medium
By using effective chiral Lagrangians with a suitable incorporation of the scaling property
of QCD, Brown and Rho [3] have established an in-medium scaling law one of whose most
appealing expressions reads
M∗
M
=
√
g∗A
gA
f ∗pi
fpi
(1)
where M∗ , g∗A and f
∗
pi are the effective in-medium nucleon mass, axial coupling constant and
pion decay constant respectively. The ratio of pion decay constants, our scaling parame-
ter, will be labeled hereafter σ. We follow their prescription and assume that the in-medium
effects can be incorporated by taking the effective Lagrangian with scaled couplings to calcu-
late physical observables according to a chiral perturbation scheme. In our case this reduces
to a chiral bag model picture in which the quarks, gluons and pions carry effective charges.
In our scheme, to lowest order in the chiral expansion, gA does not change in the medium,
i.e.,
gA =
5
9
ε
ε− 1
(2)
where ε = 2.04... is the lowest mode of the cavity, which does not change with density.
This is not of major concern since experimentally
√
g∗
A
gA
> 0.9 and quite close to one for
intermediate nuclei, which are the ones used in EMC data. Moreover in our calculation the
structure function is strictly independent on the mass as long as we adhere to the chiral
perturbative scheme to lowest order (It turns out to be only a function of ε and fpiR). Our
scheme will produce a dependence of the structure function on MR and of gA on MR and
fpiR in higher orders in the chiral expansion [20]. We shall not consider these effects in the
present work and hence the only effective medium dependent parameter to be considered is
fpi.
In Fig.(2) we plot the ratio F2(f
∗
pi)
F2(fpi)
and compare it with the EMC data. Certainly we are
aware of Fermi motion corrections [4, 6], but to clarify our discussion we have not included
them in our calculation.
Our aim has not been to obtain a one parameter (σ) fit to the experimental EMC data,
although from the results shown in Fig.(2) one could attempt to do so incorporating the miss-
ing ingredients (support corrections, loop contribution, fermi motion contributions, etc...).
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Figure 2: Ratio of structure functions for different values of the scaling parameter. The
continuous curve corresponds to σ = .95 and the dashed curve to σ = 0.9. The vertical
lines give a schematic idea of the spread of data points of the EMC effect for the different
experiments and their errors [18].
We want to signal however, that the proposed mechanism is quite efficient in shifting mo-
mentum from the intermediate x region to the low x region, and that the data seem to
support such a quenching of the effective parameters.
From our calculation we have also obtained the gluon distribution. Our mechanism does
produce a change of it in going from free nucleons to in-medium nucleons, which is similar
in shape to the structure function ratio, but smaller in magnitude. As in the free case, since
gluons are produced solely via bremsstrahlung, the result is very much dependent on the
evolution ratio.
Before finishing this section one caveat is necessary. The reader might find surprising
that our data does not extend into the shadowing region. As is well known, shadowing has
to do with the hadronic structure of the photon, and we have never aimed at discussing this
physics. Therefore the very low x data could only confuse the issue.
4 Conclusion
We have performed a calculation of the structure function of the nucleon using as boundary
conditions of the renormalization group equations the structure functions calculated in the
Chiral bag model. A qualitative fit to the experimental data is obtained with reasonable
values of the parameters. In particular small value of the low energy scale parameter Q0 may
have to do with the omission of perturbative gluonic contributions to the structure function,
relevant at this scale where the QCD coupling constant is sizeable. The smallness of Q0
leads to an overestimate of the structure function for low x, since the evolution equations in
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this case shift too much quark momentum from the high to the low x region.
Using the scaling argument of Brown and Rho, we have been able to obtain the in-
medium structure functions. We see that the experimental results are compatible with such
a mechanism. The quenching of fpi is relatively small, as corresponds to low densities.
Moreover once Fermi motion corrections are incorporated the data can be well fitted. Our
aim, however is not to obtain a one parameter fit to the data, but to reveal that the scaling
hypothesis could be confirmed in this scenario.
Peculiar features of the calculation are the rise for low x and high x of the ratio as can be
seen in Fig.(2). The behavior at low x is in our opinion a general characteristic of pionic con-
tributions and will appear in any model calculation including them. It arises from the meson
exchange diagram and is a direct consequence of the structure of the pion [12]. Certainly this
rise at low x carries, due to momentum conservation a depletion of the intermediate x region.
On the contrary the rise at high x is a peculiarity of the model. The confinement condition
in the Chiral bag model leads to boundary conditions originating a quark pion interaction
which becomes stronger as we decrease fpi. This interaction determines the strenght and
x-dependence of the final state interaction terms (those of type ii)) producing for the scaled
parameter an inverse shift pushing quarks from intermediate x to high x [12].
We must end by stating that in our opinion despite the technical difficulties that remain
to be solved the approach used in this letter to signal a possible scaling scenario deserves to
be further developed. The behavior of the structure function in Fig.(1), together with the
results of other calculations [9, 14], makes the whole process appealing. Moreover we see
that one can implement a low energy microscopic description by using high energy data, as
long as one accepts the evolution assumption [8].
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